LESSON PLAN:

MIL – module and unit

M3u1 M2u1 M2u2 M4u2

Subject / Theme: Social studies, languages, art Communication, technology and media

Topic: News reporting in television

Lesson Title: Compare and analyze news reporting in television

Level: Secondary, tertiary

Learning Objectives:

Analyze representation in news coverage and examine news reporting in television news.

Pedagogical Approaches and Activities:

Use the clip from Charlie Brooker and BBC to study and analyze news reporting in Television. With the help of the clip practice on some of the Pedagogical Approaches and Activities in Module 3 unit 1. Let the students practice on the latest news broadcast. Look at the news reported and compare and analyze the similarities and dissimilarities brought to your attention by the Charlie Brooker clip. Discuss with your students how the images and their meaning are conveyed in the news reporting. Let the present and analyze a news clip in the same way Charlie Brooker does.

Media and Information Resources:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PezIFNTGWv4&feature=player_embedded

References:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00qbq57

Further topics and resources: